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ABSTRACT

Unsupervised adaptation has evolved as a popular approach for
tuning the acoustic models of speaker-independent speech recog-
nition systems to specific speakers, speaker groups or channel con-
ditions while making use of only untranscribed data. This study
focuses on procedures for unsupervised adaptation of other prob-
abilistic models that are involved in state-of-the-art speech recog-
nizers and on the joint adaptation of multiple knowledge sources.
In particular, we outline and evaluate approaches for adapting both
the language model and the pronunciation model (lexicon) without
supervision. Initial experiments on off-line lecture speech trans-
cription achieved small but promising word error rate improve-
ments with each approach applied separately. The experimental
results on the joint application of acoustic, language and pronun-
ciation model adaptation indicate that the individually achievable
performance improvements are additive.

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to decode a given utterance � into a word sequence �
according to the MAP decision rule
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state-of-the-art speech recognizers combine several knowledge
sources, represented as probabilistic models, such as language
model (���! ), pronunciation model (�#"  ) and acoustic model
(�%$  ). The posterior probability above (with Viterbi approxima-
tion selecting the best pronunciation) is then expressed by
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The probabilistic models are most commonly set up to optimize a
Maximum Likelihood criterion. This means that the model param-
eters are chosen in a way that the models yield maximum training
data likelihood. For a general purpose recognizer, the training data
is chosen to represent a broad variety of speaking styles, speak-
ers, channel conditions and topics. The resulting models offer a
stable performance over various speakers, speaking styles, topics
and channel conditions. It is well known, however, that more spe-
cific models, such as speaker-dependent acoustic models, topic-
specific language models or pronunciation models, that explicitly
represent a certain speaking style, outperform more general mod-
els in terms of recognition accuracy whenever these specific condi-
tions are met. Various adaptation techniques have been proposed
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to specialize the probabilistic models to specific speakers, topics
and speaking styles in supervised procedures that use labeled data
that represents these specific conditions. Supervised adaptation
has successfully been applied not only for acoustic models but
for all the three types of probabilistic models as mentioned above
[3, 1, 2]. Again, Maximum Likelihood (ML) is usually chosen as
the optimization criterion.

2. UNSUPERVISED ADAPTATION

In many speech recognition applications though, there is no prior
knowledge about the speaker, speaking style or the topic at hand.
However, even in the scenario in which supervised adaptation as
described above cannot be applied, speaker, speaking style, topic
and channel can be assumed to stay constant over some period of
time (sentence, utterance, speech). This enables the use of unsu-
pervised adaptation in the hope of improving recognition accuracy
on this particular part of the acoustic observation. The length of
this constant period largely depends on the application and the type
of modeling component. In the task that is being targeted here for
example, an utterance of at least 10 minutes can be assumed to be
spoken by a single speaker about a single topic with only moder-
ately varying speaking style and channel condition.

The idea of unsupervised adaptation is to exploit these slowly
varying or constant characteristics to tune the models for improved
recognition performance on the portion of the data during which
a given speech characteristic is assumed not to change. Usually,
this is performed in a two pass procedure in which adaptation is
performed with respect to an automatically derived transcription
of the data. This is illustrated in Figure 1. First, the unadapted
baseline models are applied to automatically transcribe the data
and then the models are adapted with respect to this transcription.
Possibly, this process is iterated a number of times in order to ex-
ploit the adapted models for a better transcription in a succeeding
iteration. Despite the errors in the automatically generated tran-
scription, unsupervised adaptation has successfully been applied to
the acoustic models in several studies [11, 9, 6]. Most commonly,
the Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) adaptation
approach [3] is applied. Small performance improvements are ob-
tained from making use of word-based confidence measures for
excluding unreliably recognized data [6].

The target application of this study is automatic lecture speech
transcription. In lecture speeches, a single person speaks about a
specific topic in a specific style. In order to investigate whether
this amount of data on a specific topic and in a specific speaking
style allows successful unsupervised adaptation of language model
[5] and pronunciation model [10] we performed a series of exper-
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Fig. 1. Principle of unsupervised model adaptation

iments. The following sections summarize these approaches.

2.1. Language Model

The question of how to set up a useful special purpose language
model from only a small special purpose text corpus while inte-
grating additional knowledge from a large general purpose text
corpus is of major practical relevance. Therefore, supervised lan-
guage model adaptation has been the subject of several studies
[4, 2]. Generally, the idea is to set up a language model that has the
broad knowledge about word dependencies from the large corpus,
but still favors those words and word combinations seen on the
small, more relevant corpus. This is achieved by some process of
adaptation of the general purpose language model on the small rel-
evant corpus. The approaches that we chose for evaluating the use-
fulness of such procedures in unsupervised language model adap-
tation are text selection, inspired by [4], and Minimum Discrimi-
nant Estimation (MDE), a model interpolation procedure proposed
in [2]. Furthermore, we also combined the two approaches into
a joint adaptation procedure using both text selection and MDE-
adaptation. This work was presented in greater detail in [5].

2.1.1. Text Selection and Linear Interpolation

The idea of adaptation by text selection is to select a subset of
the language model training data, that is similar in topic and
style to the text to adapt to. For choosing similar texts, Vari-
ous similarity measures can be used to compare texts. We used a���������	�
���
����������������������������� �!�����"�	�
���
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(tf-idf) based
measure. On the selected similar texts, a new language model is es-
tablished. The final adapted language model is obtained by a linear
combination of this specialized language model and the broader
baseline language model, which is assumed to contain better like-
lihood estimates for infrequent and less topic-specific words:
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Here, & is a word and ( an arbitrary context (word history). In
this linear combination, the factor ) is determined in an EM pro-
cedure with the optimization goal of minimizing the perplexity of
the adaptation text. In our case of unsupervised adaptation, this
adaptation text is the first pass recognizer output.

2.1.2. Minimum Discriminant Estimation

The idea behind Minimum Discriminant Estimation (MDE) adap-
tation [2] is the assumption that the uni-gram ��8
9
: of the adapta-

tion text is a rather good model for the real uni-gram of the text to
be recognized, while for context-dependent word likelihoods, it is
better to rely on the model ��7 $�-�. trained on more, but less relevant
data. Hence, the resulting adapted language model � $$# $ "$% should
have the uni-gram � 8�9�: of the adaptation text as its marginal dis-
tribution according to;�< �#$$# $ "�% � (��0�%$�# $ "$% �'& � (�� � ��8
9
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and among those models fulfilling this equation, MDE chooses the
one which is the closest to the baseline language model ��7 $�-0. :
� $�# $ "$% �'& � (�� �)
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The effect of MDE adaptation in the unsupervised adaptation
framework is a shift of the language model towards words that
are actually found in the first pass output. This exploits the obser-
vation that seeing a word uttered at some place within the speech
increases the likelihood of an additional appearance.

2.2. Pronunciation Rules

The common practice in state-of-the-art speech recognizers (for
Japanese) is to apply a rather simple pronunciation model with a
single fixed pronunciation (HMM sequence) per word.

Approaches introducing more complex pronunciation mod-
els have been proposed, but their success has been rather limited.
This is particularly true for speaker- and speaking-style indepen-
dent speech recognition, where pronunciation rules seem to im-
prove the acoustic models as much as they decrease discrimination
among words because of multiple pronunciation variants. For an
overview and further references on pronunciation adaptation con-
sult [8]. In speaker-dependent Japanese speech recognition, pro-
nunciation variants have successfully been made use of in [1].

An approach and first experiments on unsupervised adapta-
tion of the pronunciation rules when specializing the recognizer
for a specific speaker were presented in [10]. The idea is to re-
frain from using multiple pronunciations in the general speaker-
and speaking style-independent recognizer, as this was found to
worsen recognition performance, but instead to introduce pronun-
ciation rules trained on the recognizer output of the first pass in a
second recognizer pass. Figure 2 illustrates this procedure. Us-
ing the first pass output, a couple of pronunciation variant rules
get expanded and the best matching model sequence is recalcu-
lated. Based on this sequence, Maximum Likelihood estimates of
the (context-dependent) likelihood of each rule application can be
obtained. Those estimates are then used to weight the pronuncia-
tion rules in a full second recognition pass. Refer to [10] for further
details. The pronunciation variant rules used in this study are very
broad rules for skipping short vowels, lengthening short vowels,
shortening long vowels, voicing of unvoiced consonants and the
unvoiced articulation of voiced consonants.

2.3. Acoustic Model

Unsupervised acoustic model adaptation has been utilized in this
study for completeness and for evaluating whether the perfor-
mance improvement is additive to the gain achieved by adapt-
ing language model and pronunciation model. We used HTK’s
[12] implementation of the MLLR framework with 250 regression
classes while applying linear transformations on the Gaussians’
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Fig. 2. Unsupervised pronunciation model adaptation

mean vectors only. When performed in conjunction with pronun-
ciation adaptation, we applied acoustic model adaptation based on
the realigned model sequence as outlined by the dashed lines in
Figure 2.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The task we are working on is the automatic transcription of
recorded Japanese lecture speeches. The speech data and its tran-
scription is provided within the Spontaneous Speech Program [7].
On this task we assume speaker, topic and speaking style not to
change over an entire lecture.

A series of experiments was performed to investigate the use-
fulness of unsupervised adaptation of both language and pronun-
ciation model on this task. We set aside two separate test sets of
7 speeches each, one for development and tuning of the adapta-
tion procedures, one for evaluating them. From the available 158
speeches, this left 144 for language model estimation and for train-
ing the context-dependent acoustic models. It should be noted that
this is very little data for the purpose of language model estima-
tion. The transcriptions of the 144 speeches comprise to about
413K words. In all experiments we made use of the same closed
vocabulary which contains all distinct words of training and test
sets (approximately 13K words). The acoustic models are tree-
clustered gender-dependent cross-word triphones of 2000 physical
states (per gender). These models have originally been set up on
read speech. For this study, their structure was kept and their pa-
rameters were simply retrained using the 144 training speeches.

3.1. Language Model Adaptation

We evaluated the effect of the two procedures, text selection and
MDE, separately on the development set (see Table 1). They both
yield some improvement. The best result of 2.3% (1.2%) of abso-
lute word error rate reduction on the development (evaluation) set
was achieved when combining the two procedures and applying
them in multiple iterations.

configuration dev-set eval-set

baseline (unadapted) 33.5% 36.9%
adapted by text selection 32.8%

adapted by MDE 31.7%
adapted by text sel. & MDE 31.2% 35.7%

Table 1. Unsupervised language model adaptation

As described above, the text database used for language model
training and adaptation comprises only the transcription of 144
training speeches. Thus, it is of very limited size with little varia-
tion in topic and speaking style compared to broader text corpora
as all lectures were recorded at speech and language related con-
ferences. In this respect, we see the achieved improvements as an
encouraging result, and expect greater gains on larger, more di-
verse text corpora.

3.2. Pronunciation Adaptation

In initial experiments on pronunciation modeling, we first evalu-
ated the effect of introducing pronunciation variants and training of
context-dependent variant probabilities in the speaker-independent
case. With the very general pronunciation variations like dropping
of a short vowel or voicing of an unvoiced consonant and training
context-dependent ML-weightings for these cases, we measured
a severe decrease in performance compared to the simple single
pronunciation case (see Table 2). In the speaker-independent (SI)
case, new pronunciation variants seem to introduce more addi-
tional confusability than they help discriminating words. In the

configuration dev-set eval-set

baseline (single pron) 33.5% 36.9%
SI trained pronunciation rules 36.3% 40.1%
SD unsuperv. adapted prons. 33.2% 36.5%

Table 2. Pronunciation model adaptation

case where the pronunciation variants are only introduced when
specializing the recognizer to a specific speaker (without super-
vision), however, we gain a small, but significant word error rate
improvement. This approach is what we refer to as unsupervised
pronunciation adaptation.

3.3. Acoustic Model Adaptation

Table 3 lists the word error rate improvements that we gain from
performing two iterations of unsupervised acoustic model adapta-
tion (MLLR on the 1-best output, 250 Gaussian mean transforms).



configuration dev-set eval-set

baseline 33.5% 36.9%
unsupervised acoustic

model adaptation 28.6% 31.8%

Table 3. Acoustic model adaptation (MLLR)

3.4. Pervasive model adaptation

The goal of this research is a unified unsupervised adaptation ap-
proach that combines acoustic model, language model and pro-
nunciation model adaptation. In first experiments on this kind of
pervasive adaptation we integrated pronunciation model adapta-
tion and acoustic model adaptation into a joint adaptation pro-
cedure as indicated in Figure 2. Acoustic model adaptation is
performed with reference to the regenerated model sequence that
allows for pronunciation variations. For the sake of simplicity,
language model adaptation is performed in a separate procedure.
Hence, the joint adaptation is accomplished in two separate adap-
tation steps. In our experiments, language model adaptation is per-
formed first, and acoustic and pronunciation model adaptation af-
terwards taking into account the improved transcription corrected
through language model adaptation.

Initial experiments on combining acoustic model adaptation
(MLLR) and pronunciation adaptation yield an absolute improve-
ment of 5.3% on the development set. Concluding from the
achieved absolute error rate improvements of 4.9% and 0.3% when
applying the adaptation approaches separately, it appears that the
individual unsupervised adaptation approaches do not compensate,
but that the achieved improvements seem to sum up. The evalua-
tion set shows a similar tendency. Table 4 summarizes the exper-
imental results on combining the various adaptation approaches.
The additive tendency can also be observed when performing
acoustic model adaptation or combined acoustic and pronuncia-
tion model adaptation after language model adaptation.

configuration dev-set eval-set

baseline (no adaptation) 33.5% 36.9%
unsupervised acoustic model adaptation

(as in Table 3) 28.6% 31.8%
integrated unsupervised acoustic and

pronunciation model adaptation 28.2% 31.5%

unsupervised language model adaptation
(as in Table 1) 31.2% 35.7%

unsupervised l.m. adaptation first,
acoustic model adaptation afterwards 26.9% 30.8%

unsupervised l.m. adaptation first, then
integrated pron. + ac. model adaptation 26.6% 30.6%

Table 4. Combined unsupervised adaptation

Overall, the pervasive adaptation approach gives us an abso-
lute improvement of 2.0% (1.2%) on dev-set (eval-set) over pure
acoustic model adaptation. This can be regarded as a major im-
provement. Further improvement should be achievable by a tighter
integration of language model adaptation and acoustic and pro-
nunciation model adaptation, which could simply be a second

language model adaptation step after acoustic and pronunciation
model adaptation. Also, for more diverse language model training
data and other languages with more pronunciation diversity than
Japanese, even more significant improvements might be achiev-
able. This, however, remains to be evaluated.

4. CONCLUSION

We have described our approach to pervasive unsupervised adapta-
tion that includes language model and pronunciation model adap-
tation and combines these with unsupervised acoustic model adap-
tation. In experiments on lecture speech transcription, we achieved
small but significant performance improvements with isolated lan-
guage model adaptation and pronunciation model adaptation pro-
cedures. First experiments that combine the three types of unsu-
pervised adaptation showed a promising performance, in which the
individual improvement add up rather than compensate.
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